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Abstract

Context: Lower back pain is prevalent in horse riders as a result of the absorption of repetitive and multi-planar propulsive forces from the horse. GPS technology provides potential for in-vivo measurement of planar loading during riding. Objective: To quantify the uni-axial loading at the lumbar and cervico-thoracic spine during dressage elements. Design: Repeated measures, randomized order. Setting: Equestrian arena. Patients (or Other Participants): 21 female dressage riders. Intervention(s): Each rider completed walk, rising trot, sitting trot and canter trials in randomized order. A GPS unit was placed within customized garments at C7 and L5, collecting tri-axial accelerometry data at 100Hz. Outcome Measures: PlayerLoad based on the rate of change of acceleration, and calculated in the anteroposterior (AP), mediolateral (ML) and vertical planes during each trial. Results: There was no significant main effect for GPS location in the AP ($P=0.758$), ML ($P=0.876$) or V ($P=0.762$) planes. There was a significant main effect for pace in all trials ($P<0.001$), with successive elements eliciting significantly greater loading ($P \leq 0.030$) in all planes in the order walk < rising trot < canter < sitting trot. There was a significant placement x element interaction only in the AP plane ($P=0.032$) with AP loading greater at L5 during walk, rising trot and canter trials, but greater at C7 during sitting trot. Conclusions: The significant main effect for dressage element was indicative of greater pace of the horse, with faster pace activities eliciting greater loading in all planes. In-vivo measurement of spinal accelerometry has application in the objective measurement and subsequent management of lumbar load for riders.
Introduction

Horseback riding has been highlighted as one of the most dangerous recreational sports. Of particular concern is low back pain with 73% of riders reporting a significantly higher incidence than the general population. It has been reported that 74% of elite dressage riders competed whilst experiencing pain, and for 76% of riders this pain was in the lower back. Kraft et al. (2009) postulated that the cause of low back pain in riders might be an overuse syndrome of the lumbar spine as a result of the repetitive compressive, torsional and bending loads absorbed by the rider. The authors used magnetic resonance imaging to investigate associations between low back pain, but this might be considered a relatively inaccessible means of managing load towards an overuse injury paradigm. The forces experienced by the rider are largely translated from the horse, via the stirrup, through the lower limbs and ultimately to the spine of the rider. Torque transducers embedded within the stirrup of a riding simulator offer insight into the forces transmitted from the horse, and laboratory-based biomechanical models using a combination of kinematic and kinetic data provide potential to quantify segmental forces, but these methods offer limited ecological validity.

Contemporary means of quantifying lumbar spine loading is provided by applications in global positioning satellite (GPS) technology, which enable measurement in the clinical or sporting context. Typical GPS analysis metrics include distance and velocity profiling, based on derivations of changes in location, but embedded tri-axial accelerometers facilitate the measurement of mechanical loading in-vivo. The tri-axial function and relatively high sampling frequency at 100Hz has enabled investigation of lumbar loading in cricket where lumbar injuries are a primary concern. Whilst the GPS unit is typically positioned at C7 in a sporting context to facilitate satellite reception, in a more controlled clinical context the unit has been repositioned to provide greater anatomical relevance to the injury concern. With direct relevance to a focus on low back pain in riders, differences in planar loading at the
lumbar and cervico-thoracic spine in cricket bowling have been associated with injury epidemiology, and subsequently used to consider alternate workload management strategies in young bowlers.

The magnitude of force transmitted from the horse is likely to be influenced by the pace of the horse, and thus pace is a fundamental consideration in the present study. The dressage discipline of horse riding demands moderation of pace whilst maintaining postural poise, and thus provides a choreographed routine of varying pace across elements classified as walk, rising trot, sitting trot and canter. Furthermore, Kraft et al. (2009) reported that it was only in the dressage discipline where riders exhibited signal alterations of the lumbar disks, attributed to the greater physical demands and intensity of daily training for a dressage rider. The authors suggested that the intensive training in a seated position across all paces might be the cause of lumbar spine damage by repetitive microtrauma and recommended further research in the dressage discipline. Lewis and Kennerley (2017) in considering the incidence of elite riders competing with lower back pain more specifically advocated research into appropriate management techniques, reporting that over half of riders used over the counter medication in an attempt to relieve pain.

The aim of our study was to quantify the influence of pace on planar loading at the lumbar and cervico-thoracic spine during riding. The ecological validity afforded by the in-vivo measure of acceleration at the spine might offer clinical applications in developing load management strategies for riders.

**Methods**

**Design**

This was a repeated-measures field-based study, with experimental trials (relating to dressage element) completed in a randomized order. The study was conducted in the equestrian arena.
commonly used by each rider, with the rider using their own horse and dressage saddle. Familiarisation trials were completed to ensure that the choreographed activity profile for each element was habitual and common to all horse-rider pairs. The independent variables were the location of the GPS unit for quantifying loading, and the dressage element. The dependent variables were the uni-axial PlayerLoad in each of the anteroposterior (AP), mediolateral (ML) and vertical (V) planes of movement.

**Participants**

21 female dressage riders were recruited from training sessions and clinics run by British Dressage trainers and coaches. All participants were required to be free from musculoskeletal injury for at least six months prior to testing. Inclusion criteria also required that participants were aged 18 years and above with at least 3 years riding experience, to ensure appropriate musculoskeletal physiology and functional anatomy maturation and adaptation to the sport. Riding experience has also been identified as a risk factor for injury in dressage riders and so a minimum 100 hours of experience was established as an inclusion criteria. All riders had competed at British Dressage events ranging from Preliminary competitions to Grand Prix events. All participants provided written consent, and the study was granted ethical approval by the Departmental research ethics committee, in accord with the spirit of the Helsinki Declaration.

**Procedures**

All participants completed familiarisation trials on their own horse and within the same arena to ensure familiarity with the choreographed routine devised for each technical element. The arena measured 60m x 20m with a rubber and sand surface, standardized across all trials. The horse was self-selected by the rider, irrespective of age, breeding or conformity of the horse. The saddle was also self-selected by the rider, with the requirement that all saddles were dressage-specific. During the experimental trial a standardised warm-up was completed which
included all test elements and each rider wore their own riding clothes in accordance with regulation and to ensure comfort. A neoprene vest and belt were also worn to house the GPS unit (Catapult Minimaxx S4, Catapult Innovations, Victoria, Australia), located at C7 and L5 respectively as shown in Figure 1, and secured with athletic tape.

**Insert Figure 1 near here**

Each participant completed experimental trials of the following dressage elements within a single experimental session: walk, rising trot, canter, sitting trot. The order in which the elements were completed was randomized, but the duration of each element was consistent. A total duration of 60 seconds was used for each element, with a 20 second analysis window selected to avoid transition in acceleration or deceleration, and to ensure steady-state was achieved. Trials of each element were completed for both a left rein and a right rein to acknowledge the potentially confounding variable of dominance/preference, with all elements completed in a circular riding pattern. No lateral movements were included, reflecting the relative experience and level of these riders.

The tri-axial accelerometer embedded within the GPS unit collected acceleration data at 100Hz. This data was used to calculate PlayerLoad in each of the anteroposterior (AP), mediolateral (ML) and vertical (V) movement planes. PlayerLoad is defined by the rate of change of acceleration, with PlayerLoad quantified at C7 and L5 as described by Greig and Nagy (2017).

**Statistical Analyses**

Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation in the subsequent section. A univariate general linear model was used to investigate a main effect for GPS location (C7, L5), a main effect for dressage element (walk, rising trot, canter, sitting trot), and a placement x element
interaction for PlayerLoad in each plane. Where appropriate, post-hoc analysis was performed to identify differences between locations or elements. Data was checked for normality a priori, using histograms, q-q plots, skewness and kurtosis, and a Shapiro-Wilk test. Mauchly’s test of Sphericity was performed for the dependent variables, with a Greenhouse Geisser correction included if test significance was indicated. Statistical significance was set at $P < 0.05$, and partial eta squared ($\eta^2$) is reported as a measure of effect size.

**Results**

Preliminary analysis revealed no significant main effect for rein (clockwise vs counter-clockwise direction of riding) on PlayerLoad in the AP ($P = 0.447; \eta^2 = 0.002$), ML ($P = 0.838; \eta^2 < 0.001$) or V ($P = 0.423; \eta^2 = 0.002$) planes. Furthermore, no rein x element ($P \geq 0.808$), rein x GPS location ($P \geq 0.398$), or rein x element x location ($P \geq 0.907$) interactions were observed. Therefore, in subsequent analyses the data was pooled for rein.

Figure 2 summarises the influence of GPS location and dressage element on the planar loading response.

**Insert Figure 2 near here**

There was no significant main effect for GPS placement in the AP ($P = 0.758$), ML ($P = 0.875$) or V ($P = 0.762$) planes ($\eta^2 < 0.001$).

There was a significant main effect for element in all planes ($P < 0.001; \eta^2 \geq 0.488$). In the AP plane the loading increased significantly ($P \leq 0.030$) at each progression from walk to rising trot, to canter, to sitting trot. This same pattern was evident in the ML ($P \leq 0.021$) and V ($P \leq 0.029$) planes, with the same hierarchical ordering of elements, indicative of the increased pace.
There was no significant GPS location x dressage element interaction in the ML ($P = 0.125$; $\eta^2 = 0.017$) or V ($P = 0.351$; $\eta^2 = 0.010$) planes, but there was a significant interaction ($P= 0.032$; $\eta^2 = 0.026$) in AP loading. This interaction was identified as greater AP loading at C7 during the sitting trot, but greater AP loading at L5 during the walk, rising trot and canter trials.

Figure 3 summarises the relative planar contributions to total PlayerLoad, defined as the sum of the three axial planes. Across all trials the relative contributions of AP:ML:V loading was 27:18:55.

There was no significant main effect for unit location in the relative contributions to loading from the AP ($P = 0.121$; $\eta^2 = 0.015$), ML ($P = 0.581$; $\eta^2 = 0.002$), or V ($P = 0.313$; $\eta^2 = 0.006$) planes.

There was no main effect for riding element in the AP contributions to loading ($P = 0.323$; $\eta^2 = 0.021$), with AP contribution maintained at $26.8 \pm 4.2\%$ across all trials. There was a significant main effect for element in both the ML ($P < 0.001$; $\eta^2 = 0.592$) and V ($P < 0.001$; $\eta^2 = 0.433$) planes. There was significantly lower V contribution in walking than in all other activities ($P < 0.001$), with a compensatory increase in ML loading during walking ($P < 0.001$) than all other activities (which were themselves not different).

In relative loading there was no significant location x element interaction in any plane ($P \geq 0.293$; $\eta^2 \leq 0.023$).

Discussion
The aim of the present study was to examine the influence of pace on the planar loading of the spine during dressage elements, given the prevalence of low back pain in riders.\textsuperscript{3,4} The high incidence of elite dressage riders competing with lower back pain coupled with the longevity of a rider’s career highlights the clinical implications for the study.\textsuperscript{3} To reflect contemporary applications in sport-specific injury paradigms, accelerometers were placed at the lumbar and cervico-thoracic spine.\textsuperscript{9,11} The spine has distinct sagittal plane curvatures that facilitate the absorption and transmission of load,\textsuperscript{15} but there was no difference between L5 and C7 in either the magnitude of planar load or the relative contributions of each plane to total load. This suggests that no additional absorption of force (from the horse via the stirrup and lower limbs) is achieved by the spine. Good postural control is required to enable the rider to sit correctly in the face of perturbations from the horse.\textsuperscript{16} The rider must maintain a correct and balanced posture whilst also responding to the horse’s motion, stabilising their upper body and accommodating perturbations from the horse.\textsuperscript{17} Experienced dressage riders employ a combination of posterior pelvic and anterior trunk tilting to flatten the lumbar curvature,\textsuperscript{8} and use feed forward mechanisms to anticipate the horse’s movements and compensate for perturbations from the horse.\textsuperscript{18} Upper kinetic chain adaptations might also influence the apparent lack of load dissipation through the spine, with dressage riders manipulating trunk position for horse control and pace control to a larger extent than show jumpers and other riding disciplines.\textsuperscript{4} Increased anterior rotation of the upper body relative to the pelvis has been observed as trotting speed increases,\textsuperscript{19} with movements of the trunk and head considered pivotal to riding effectiveness\textsuperscript{17} and with additional work at the reins to control the horse. At sitting trot the rider is subjected to repetitive impacts with the saddle and as each of the horse’s feet hit the ground in diagonal pairs the rider is jolted in all planes. To avoid being unbalanced at each diagonal stride the rider needs to activate their core and be flexible at the hips in an effort to reduce the lumbar load. Thrasher et al. (2010) studied the responses of the
trunk to multidirectional perturbations during unsupported sitting and described significantly
greater displacement in response to diagonal (rather than linear) perturbations, characteristic
of trotting and with implications for the influence of horse gait and pace on spinal loading.
This is supported by the location x element interaction in the anteroposterior plane. Whilst AP
loading was greater at L5 during the walk, rising trot and canter trials, the sitting trot was
associated with greater AP load at C7. In contrast to the four-beat gait at walk, trot is a two-
beat gait where the horse moves its legs in diagonal pairs in unison. A trot can be hard for the
rider to sit to because the horse drops between beats and bounces up when the next pair of legs
strike the ground. At this point the rider can be jolted up and out of the saddle and hit the horse
with considerable force on the way back down. Differences in trunk and thigh angle between
impacts of the horse’s diagonal limb pairs have been reported during trot which were not
apparent at canter, highlighting postural changes between limb impacts in trot. At sitting trot
all the forces pass through the seat whereas in rising trot the rider stands up and down from the
knees, rising up and down with the horse rather than impacting with the horse at each stride.
Whilst greater force at the stirrups has been observed in the rising trot, saddle forces are
greater at sitting trot. With greater PlayerLoad exhibited in the sitting trot in the present study,
the greater AP loading might reflect compensations from the upper kinetic chain to tolerate this
demanding seated position, and an alternate means of attenuating impact.

Loading in each plane was significantly influenced by the pace of the horse, increasing
successively in the order walk to rising trot to canter. This supports previous research that
identified the force acting on the horses back increased with riding pace. Walk was
consistently associated with lowest loads in each plane and is the slowest of the paces as the
horse moves in a 4-beat rhythm following the sequence: left hind leg, left front leg, right hind
leg, right front leg. The horse will alternate between having 3 or 2 feet on the ground, unlike
the other paces which have only 2 feet (trot) or 1 foot (canter) on the ground. Trot is a two-
beat gait characterised by diagonal pairs and has a wide variation in speeds, whilst canter is a more complex three beat gait. At canter the horse uses a single hind leg to propel itself forward, prior to the next beat where the horse catches itself on the opposite hind leg and both front legs, and a final beat where the horse catches itself on one front leg (opposite to the propelling hind leg). Sitting trot elicited the greatest loading in all planes, indicative of the previous discussion regarding impact with the horse by maintaining the seated position as the horse follows a naturally rhythmic progression. At sitting trot the forces exerted on the rider are not unidirectional, are hard to predict and change rapidly making maintenance of the seated equilibrium much harder. At rising trot the rider moves up and down out of the saddle and is not in the saddle long enough to be exposed to the repetitive impacts experienced at sitting trot. The rhythm is easier to predict than at sitting trot allowing time for the active subsystem of core muscles to provide dynamic stabilization of the spine and attenuate transmission of forces up the spine.\textsuperscript{24,25} Canter is also more gentle and predictable rhythm to sit to than trot and elicited a lower loading magnitude than sitting trot.

Relative planar contributions to loading revealed an overall ratio of 27:18:55 in the AP:ML:V axes. This reflects the forward direction of travel and the rhythmic rise and fall of the horse, particularly at the higher speeds. At the slower walking pace there was significantly lower vertical contributions to loading, and Kraft et al. (2007) highlighted that for dressage riders with pre-existing back pain the pace “walk” seemed to have a positive influence on pain intensity whilst riding.\textsuperscript{2} There was a subsequent compensatory increase in the relative mediolateral contributions with anteroposterior contribution consistent across all elements and indicative of the maintenance in posture on the horse. The mediolateral contributions to loading most likely reflect the compensatory movements in response to the movement of the horse. For example, when the horse is propelling itself forward in canter with its left hind leg (leads with right foreleg) the rider’s pelvis is lower on the right, and the asymmetry in the horse
gait is likely to transmit to kinematic compensations at the spine. Of note there was no influence of rein on loading, and no interaction with accelerometer placement or pace, suggesting no impact of any potential bilateral preference in the sample of horse-rider pairs. This non-invasive method of quantifying load in an equestrian context with high ecological validity might be extended to consider loading at the saddle or as an alternate means of assessing horse gait kinematics. In this study the rider self-selected their own horse and dressage saddle to facilitate horse-rider familiarity. However future research might consider the influence of horse age, breed, performance level and conformity on loading magnitudes. Saddle fit might also influence loading magnitudes, and this experimental method might help to inform saddle design for both horse and rider. There is also value in a comparison of different arena surfaces for dressage riders which has been considered in relation to the risk of injury to the horse. The present study standardised arena size and surface, but the impact of different surfaces on loading is worthy of investigation. The size of the arena will also dictate riding patterns, with all elements in this study performed using a riding circle and negating any lateral movements. With an increased performance level of horse and rider the range and complexity of technical skills might be expanded. The same methodological paradigm might also be applied to other equestrian disciplines, and to more closely examine associations between spinal loading and movement screen disorders. Further research might consider associations between spinal loading and low back pain prevalence, anthropometric and postural analysis of the rider, spine and hip flexibility, etc.

Conclusion

The prevalence of lower back pain in dressage riders is a primary concern, and GPS technology provides an in-vivo method for quantifying lumbar spine loading whilst riding. Loading was not sensitive to rein, or to location of the tri-axial accelerometer with placement therefore
advocated at the closest proximity to the injury site. Loading was sensitive to pace of the horse, with sitting trot highlighted as eliciting the greatest load. The relative planar contributions to loading were consistent across all paces, and thus a consideration of magnitude suggests that sitting trot is the pace requiring greatest moderation when trying to manage workload. Walk elicited the lowest loading, and decreased the vertical contribution to loading, and has also been associated with a reduction in pain intensity whilst riding.\(^2\)
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